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Abstract

This paper gives an overview of techniques developed to analyze both games
and players, developed academically and/or professionally. By analyzing games
and players, games can be optimized to deliver experiences better than any
they have provided before. Techniques have been developed, but often are not
directly applicable in business, or have no academic validation, so this paper
attempts to highlight some of the most promising techniques.

The paper looks at the division between game and player analyzes and covers
a large amount of varying techniques, such as Alexandrine methods, formal
mathematical approaches, modular models of game elements, telemetry and
hybrid methods in the game analysis section and player categorization (player
typology, emotion, motivation, the big 5 and player situation), flow, biofeedback,
usability and playtesting used for player analysis.
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1 Introduction

Play is human, and play is everywhere, as many have concluded since Huizinga’s
work on ‘play’ in 1939 [88]. These days, games are ubiquitous and as they are
still a very young entertainment medium, they are undergoing perpetual change.
Initially, many game designers saw the player as their opponent, making their
games so difficult that it was a niche entertainment medium. Through a grad-
ual process, games have become more open and available to the general public.
Parallel to that change, researchers jumped on the bandwagon to discover all
they could about this fascinating new opportunity, that could perhaps be used
for more than just entertainment.

To improve games on the whole, game designers started to document their
methods to prevent the reinvention of the wheel, and researchers tried to unify
these methods to constitute what makes a ‘good’ game. Along the way, we have
found out that to do this is no easy feat to accomplish. Game analysis methods
sprung up from varying research directions and initially, the player was over-
looked, which recently showed to be a grave oversight. Presently, playtesting
and player experience are buzzwords that signal how conscious developers are
of who they are developing for, in the hopes of one day creating a game that
delivers the ultimate interactive experience.

There are many methods to analyze games and players, but for the untrained
eye, there seems to be a communicative disconnect between the academic world
and professional research. In this paper, both game and player analysis methods
are looked at in detail, from both the academic and professional perspectives.

The paper starts by framing the background and scope of the topic of game
and player analysis in chapter 2, which is followed by a more in-depth look of the
game analysis methods, tools and frameworks that have been developed since
Huizinga’s work in chapter 3. In chapter 4, player analysis methods, tools and
frameworks are divulged, which shows that many of the most recent methods
became hybrids of, or collaborations between, game and player analysis to obtain
optimal results. Chapter 5 discusses recent academical pursuits, and chapter 6
dives into research performed professionally. In chapter 7, methods that are
being developed in the field are listed and the paper concludes with a discussion
on the most viable current research streams, and potentially interesting future
research avenues.
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2 Background and Scope

The game development community is a heterogeneous group of professional de-
velopers and researchers, who even amongst themselves never tend to agree
on anything. In the pursuit of a common analysis methodology, hundreds of
techniques have been developed and none of them are widely used in practice,
should they even be applicable. Researchers are rooted in the scientific core of
needing to define terminology before becoming capable of proving anything of
their work, and professionals reinvent the wheel because they are not aware of
research that could substantially save them time and money.

Creating a definition of a word requires the term to be ‘definite’ according
to most dictionaries, and with independent developers thinking outside the box,
any definitions that academics come up with are overthrown, proving that the
medium has not reached adulthood yet. Definitions can be made for exceptional
cases, and existing definitions become more and more inclusive, but an exclusive
attempt can also be made. One of the few things researchers and profession-
als alike do agree on, is that games are, by definition, interactive [40], [190];
or even a subgroup of the category ‘interactive experiences’ [111]. Looking at
games from this perspective, with games as a type of interactive experience,
then game play comes to mean ‘designed experience’ [189]. As Koster states in
his 2013 Game Developers Conference lecture, “A game is something we play.
Something is a game when the creator says so.”. This way you can start by ex-
cluding any experience that is not interactive, and gradually size the definition
down as research progresses.

From a bird’s eye perspective, this large generalization makes it hard to
develop methods that can be used to analyze every single type of game, but
perhaps that is not necessary. Just as there are expert methods in any other
scientific field, there can be expert methods for certain types of games.

On top of that, game development is iterative. Analyzing a game is done
within every iteration, ideally right from the beginning, from the very first pro-
totype. This is done to see if the game play is inherently fun, after which in
later phases testing continues to balance and improve features. Even when a
game has gone gold, it can still be analyzed and learned from. This indicates
that analysis methods exist, and are different, for all phases and they can be
used with varying goals.

Aside from this division and, as has been done before [190], [100], this paper
deals with the split between the historical path of game analysis and the more
recently developed player analysis methods. We also take a look at professionally
developed techniques, as without the restrictions of academic protocols, business
research has been booming. A large variety of methods has been developed,
from a large variety of perspectives and backgrounds, and this paper gives an
overview while highlighting the most prominent and potentially usable.
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3 Game Analysis

This chapter gives an overview of the history of (video) game research and
techniques that have been developed and researched so far. The techniques
that are looked at in this chapter are ‘Alexandrine’ methods, Usability methods,
Formal Mathematical Models, Modular Models of Game Elements, Telemetry
methods and lastly covers Hybrid methods that also incorporate player analysis.

3.1 History

In 1939, Johan Huizinga [88] researched ‘play’ and the way civilization and cul-
ture arise from it. Caillois [24], in 1961, criticised and extended his research,
arguing for the complexity of ‘play’ and which types of play exist. The four
types he defined are interwoven with our lives and he showed that in mankind,
play is unavoidable. Thus, when technology progressed and computers were de-
veloped to make life easier, it was inevitable that their interactivity would incite
digital ‘play’. Some of the first computer tinkerers became game developers and,
having to deal with the limitations of the earliest computers, started to record
their best practices [45], [40] to prevent others from having to reinvent the wheel.

With quality becoming a standard and the mixture of academics and busi-
ness professionals developing games, research was not far behind. Csikszentmi-
halyi’s work on Flow [48] explained how mankind can lose itself in an activity,
and it was widely accepted by the game development world as the theory that
explained why video games were so popular. Ever since, research both academ-
ically and professionally has progressed substantially.

The research that was conducted can be categorized in a few groups, which
will be discussed in this order respectively. The most traditional methods are
the Alexandrine [5] methods, which basically involve defining terms and making
vocabularies and catalogues of best practices to analyze ‘good’ games and ‘good’
game development. Usability techniques from regular software development are
also a popular stream, and given that games are systems, mathematicians also
attempted to express game rules in formal logic. A more fruitful stream is the
game grammar stream, which tries to combine usability and math by expressing
games in UML-like models.

More recently, hybrid methods are being developed that use player data to
improve games and especially in the mobile genre, telemetry has introduced a
nearly infinite source of optimization. These methods are all ‘game’-centered,
to improve the game. Methods that are ‘player’-centered, to improve the expe-
rience for the player, will be discussed in the next chapter.

3.2 Definitions, vocabularies and cataloguing methods

In 1977, Christopher Alexander wrote the book ‘A Pattern Language’ [5] to doc-
ument best practices for architecture. ‘Alexandrine methods’ [108] are, there-
fore, comprised of definitions and vocabularies and contain catalogues of best
practices for whichever field they are created.
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These methods come from different streams, most notably, the narratology
and ludology backgrounds. These streams often clashed [100], as they had dif-
ferent perspectives; the narratologists focused on immersion coming from the
narrative and the ludologists focused on the ‘ludus’, the game. On top of this
difference in opinions, the lack of communication between developers all over
the world, caused a lot of overlap in the research being done and methods being
developed [108].

Crawford [45] and Costikyan [40], [41], both wrote about their experiences
developing games and documented their methods in the hopes of them proving
to be useful for other developers. They both defined the word ‘game’, as some
others did before, and many did after them, but none of these definitions were
widely accepted.

Since their work, methods became more systematic and concise, requiring
best practices to be documented and added to a more global database. Fal-
stein, by then already a veteran in the industry, came up with The 400 Project
in 2002 [70]. With this project, he wanted to document all (400 or more) rules
of thumb for game designers, which were supposed to be guidelines and best
practices that could be used to analyze games.

The contents of the documentation of a rule of thumb were as follows:

1. Each rule should be stated in a concise, imperative statement and para-
graph.

2. The rule’s domain of application.

3. Rules that it trumps (over which this rule takes precedence).

4. Rules that it is trumped by.

5. An example or two from well-known published games where this rule is
observed.

This structure kept the catalogue to the point and easy to navigate. Other,
similar cataloguing projects were started as well, such as Salen and Zimmer-
man’s ‘Rules of Play’ [175], which describes design patterns and schemas, the
Game Ontology Project by Zagal et al. [214] which takes a closer look at fin-
ished products and distills an analysis method from that perspective and the
Game Design Patterns Project by Björk and Holopainen [19], [18], which was
essentially also a vocabulary of best practices.

Another approach in this direction was Konzack’s seven layered analysis
method [106], which like Zagal et al. looks at finished games, but dissects them
in seven layers; the hardware, program code, functionality, game play, mean-
ing, referentiality and socio-culture. It was one of the earliest attempts to layer
between system and socio-elements, a way of thinking that shows up in hybrid
and player analysis methods as well.

Consalvo and Dutton [33] also consider different layers of games, but these
layers together do not seem to sum up to a complete game, as they only look
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at the object inventory, interface, possible interactions and the gameplay log.

There are also those that focus on certain aspects of games in particular.
In 2003, Járvinen [94] grouped different types of game rules and made a rule
typology, and more recently, Hamari [86] created an Alexandrine framework to
analyze ‘Achievements’ in games.

Focusing solely on the definition of a ‘game’, there is also a minimalist stream
that tries to find the minimal elements required for an interactive experience
to be a game [141]. They analyze different definitions of games and take the
smallest common denominator, involving only rules, goals, opposition and rep-
resentation, as their approach. They then analyze different games to distinguish
between what should, or should not be called a game.

What these methods have in common is that they were initially well received,
but were never completed and these days, are hardly used. They do, however,
provide a solid foundation for future discussion and research.

3.3 Usability techniques

Traditional usability research, as developed by regular software companies, was
one of the most straightforward paths to try and analyze the quality of games.
It has certainly been researched and existing methods have been optimized for
game development, but this was mostly done in-house by companies and little
to no academic research widely surfaced.

Aarseth, in his 2003 paper [1], describes methods to analyze a game without
playing it, effectively summing up traditional usability methods used to analyze
a regular piece of software. Many of these techniques would later be split up
and made specifically useful for player analysis, rather than game analysis, such
as player and playtesting reports, reviews, discussions, observation and inter-
viewing techniques.

The usability techniques used to analyze the actual game soon came to a
halt precisely due to that reason. In game development, the goal is to interact
with the system for the user to gain from it emotionally, whereas in traditional
software development, the user interacts with the system to improve the system,
and therefore most likely gain from it financially.

While Pagulayan et al. [155] had become aware of the need to involve the
user’s emotions, it became clear that directly applying traditional methods such
as Nielsen’s heuristics would not deliver the desired optimal experience results.
The following usability-inspired research directly involved the user, and will
therefore be discussed in the player analysis section.

3.4 Formal Mathematical Models

The first time Game Theory came up in research was supposedly in 1944, when
von Neumann and Morgenstern [145] wrote a book about theories that could be
applied to physical games. These theories could later be adapted and translated
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to economical problems, which made them very interesting to investigate.

With the rising popularity of systems like video games, researchers could
therefore not resist to also express video game logic in formal mathematical
models. Grünvogel [81] attempted to translate video game logic directly to
formal logic rules, with the hope of being able to construct new games from
existing rules. It is, on the other hand, not possible to express every game’s rule
set this way, which means it has little practical use for game developers.

Guardiola and Natkin [83] suggest a theory that can also be used to un-
derstand game play. With it, you can find imbalances in your game, and you
can look at pure numbers to identify faults in the intended learning curve, for
example, by making the artificial intelligence in the game too smart. In 2009,
Mateas and Wardrip-Fruin give an overview of how operational logics can be
applied to video game design, showing that it can be used as an analytical tool
to understand the constraints of certain rules [131].

As can be seen in the next section, many of these ideas were also being
researched by both researchers and business professionals in a more graphical
model-based approach.

3.5 Modular Models of Game Elements

In 1999, Doug Church published a call to action on Gamasutra, a game devel-
oper website [29]. He urged designers to create more Formal Abstract Design
Tools, tools based on their personal experiences that would help other designers
with their development. With the internet gaining in popularity, many devel-
opers and researchers saw his message and a new stream of research was born.
This stream looks at game rules and mechanics as modular elements that can
be graphed in UML-like models.

Juul wrote a paper [99] on structures of emergence versus structures of pro-
gression (see figure 1), which showed the difference between rules in games that
allowed players to manipulate the game to their heart’s desire and rules that
manipulated players to perform actions that would follow the narrative.

Figure 1: Structures of Emergence and Progression, diagrammed in the Machi-
nations [63] framework.

This was followed by Koster’s keynote ‘A Theory of Fun’ at the Game Devel-
oper Conference in 2003 [108]. He argues that games that only have one correct
solution quickly become boring, so he suggests that emergent features will lead
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the way to ‘fun’ in gameplay. Cousins’ 2004 article in Develop magazine [42]
argued that many scientific approaches use hierarchies to understand systems
and suggests to look at games as hierarchical structures as well. A game is
divided in levels, is divided in actions, is divided in ‘primary elements’ of the
game. These elements are the atoms that make game play possible, and he
explains this more thoroughly at the Game Developers Conference in 2005 [43].

Koster, based on Cousins’ 2004 article, came to a very similar theory in his
‘grammar of gameplay’ lecture in 2005 [109]. He uses the term ‘ludemes’ instead
of ‘primary elements’, but they essentially mean the same. He suggests these
elements are verbs, a term he states Crawford first used in 1982 [45]. These
verbs can be chained, or modeled, in logical sequences, constrained by a set of
rules. This structure can also reveal feedback loops, cyclical structures that can
be either positive or negative. He suggests this grammar is diagrammable, and
that this theory lays a foundation for a game grammar, but that there is no
orthography yet. This led the way to a more graphical approach of expressing
games in models.

In response to Koster’s lecture, Bura started graphing the grammar [21] in
2006, using the theory of Petri Nets and symbols from UML-models to represent
games as data-flow diagrams. An example of a checkers diagram he created can
be found in appendix B. Bura himself states that his approach is only an early
attempt and many researchers after him used his work as a starting point.

Around the same time, Cook came up with a theory, and published a fea-
ture article on Gamasutra, called ‘The Chemistry of Game Design’ [34]. This,
while similar to Koster’s grammar of gameplay, described a slightly different
approach. Where Koster uses ‘verbs’ as the actions the game allows the player
to take, Cook focuses on the skills a player has, can perform and needs to im-
prove to master the game. This approach, he argues, can be used to identify
the regions in a game that cause pleasure, and regions that cause burnout.

Koster, since then, gave another Game Developers Conference lecture in
2009 called ‘Games are Math’. In this lecture, he explains how to model cer-
tain features of games in mathematical models [110]. Two years later, Brink
speaks about compulsion loops in his lecture [20], which are features of games
that keep a player engaged and can be signaled by their inherent cyclical struc-
ture. These are quite similar to feedback loops, and the graphical tools that will
be discussed next can be used to identify these essential structures in game play.

In 2010, Smith published his work on a system called LUDOCORE, a log-
ical game engine used to model video games [186]. It was an exciting feature,
but not much was published on it since. At the same time, Dormans had been
working on visualizing game mechanics and displaying feedback structures in
diagrams [59], [60], and with these he hoped to create a tool that could simulate
mechanics to study emergence in games [61]. As his PhD dissertation [62], he
then published Machinations [63], an interactive diagramming tool that used
Bura’s structure [21] and combined it with Adams and Rollings’ model of the
internal economy of a game [4].
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The framework uses the basic elements suggested by Adams and Rollings
and uses symbols Bura first suggested, examples of which can be seen in figure
2. To create a diagram, you first have to identify the elements from the game
that will shape the diagram and these elements can then be connected. These
connections define how resources flow through a game and how the elements
affect each other.

Figure 2: The basic elements of a Machinations [63] diagram.

The framework is used to find infinite feedback loops (see figure 3 and the
explanation below the image) and imbalance in games. It can, for example,
run a game a few thousand times by adding artificial intelligence players to find
dominant strategies. As these diagrams are interactive, their full use cannot be
shown in a paper, but an example of a completed diagram for the game ‘Tetris’
can be found in appendix C. The interactive diagram that can be run as it is
supposed to can be found in the Machinations Wiki [64].

Figure 3: A feedback loop structure, diagrammed in Machinations [63].

The diagram in figure 3 works as follows:

1. In a lot of strategy games, you can mine ore from a source (an ore mine),
which is added to your ore resource pool.

2. You can convert your ore into pickaxes by creating them.

3. With these pickaxes, you can mine more ore.

The ‘create pickaxe’ element has a double triangle, which means it is interactive.
Therefore, when the diagram is run, you as the observer can click the element
to activate it and create a pickaxe from the ore you have gathered.
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In Koster’s 2012 Game Developers Conference lecture [111], he gave an
overview of the methods that currently exist, singling out Machinations as a
very promising framework to model games. It also does not seem to have any
current competitors, and it has a lot of potential to be used during game devel-
opment, so long as developers become aware of its existence.

3.6 Telemetry

Casual games became a trend in recent years, with millions of players playing
the same game, downloaded through mobile platforms. This allowed creators
of these games to collect massive amounts of data from these players, such as
their demographic data (age, gender, geographic location, etc.), but also much
more detailed information about their play and pay style.

Play style target information includes, for example, how long a level takes
and how many times a player is willing to try it before they quit. They can also
gather retention data, e.g. how often a player returns to a game, how many
times a day, how many days in a row and up to how long the game can keep
a player’s attention. Pay style target information regards micro-transactions,
a phenomenon that surfaced together with mobile games, where a player can
pay for more lives, or pay to speed up their progress. The creator can gather
data about when a player is converted to be a ‘paying player’, how often they
purchase and how much they are willing to spend.

This online trend also inspired traditional game makers to collect more data
on their players and game analytics, or ‘telemetry’, became a new field of re-
search. It was already done before, but never to this extent, as data on this
scale was not available prior to these developments. This research, however, is
mostly done in the professional world and any academic research is based on
demographic research from television or is hard to find.

To give an example of how data is used in the development world (more can
be found in section 6.2), in 2011, Zoeller from BioWare gave a Game Developers
Conference lecture [219] about rapid content iteration and validation for Mas-
sively Multiplayer Online games. He shows how they gathered player data and
projected it on their 2D and 3D world maps. They could, for example, project
player deaths on a map to see which locations in the world were hardest to get
through (see figure 4) and based on that, fine tune the difficulty level and the
learning curve of the levels.

They could also analyze chat logs from certain areas of the world, such as
for example the tutorial levels, and filter the most common phrases uttered by
players. If a certain expression, such as ‘where do I hand in the level 5 quest?’
came up, it was clear that the level 5 quest giver was too hard to find, especially
in such an early section of the game. Other uses were performance optimiza-
tion (based on how many polygons had to be rendered in an area), behavioral
analysis, tracking leaks/exploits and feature validation. More graphical rep-
resentations of examples of these types of data can be found in the BioWare
lecture slides [219].
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Figure 4: Player Deaths in a level of a BioWare game, image taken from the
BioWare lecture slides [219].

In 2012, a group of academic researchers decided to publish multiple casual
games with the sole purpose of collecting data for academic purposes [9]. The
research intended to show how telemetry, statistical analysis, A/B testing and
multivariate testing can be used to optimize player retention in games. They
gathered data from over a hundred thousand players to show that, for example,
music and sound effects had no significant effect on a game’s player retention
and that secondary objectives caused up to 40 percent of players to quit the
game early.

More recently, Seif El-Nasr, Drachen and Canossa have published a book
called Game Analytics [182] which is essentially a game analytics bible. It gives
a thorough introduction to what game analytics is, what it can be used for
and how to use it. This, however, also involves gathering data from players
to improve the player experience, not just the game, a hybrid method, more of
which are discussed in the next section and more extensively in the next chapter.

3.7 Hybrid Methods

From Csikszentmihalyi’s work on Flow [48] it could already be perceived that the
player was an essential part of the relation between the game and the player, but
it took a while longer before research regarding the player picked up in speed.
The earliest work in this field will be discussed in the next chapter, but here
the hybrid methods with a focus on improving the game (including those that
also focus on the player experience, but excluding those that focus solely on the
player experience) are discussed.

In 2004, Hunicke, LeBlanc and Zubek published the MDA framework [89],
which stands for Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics. It was an attempt to
bridge the gap between game development, game criticism and game research,
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to create a unified method to analyze games. The idea behind it is that a devel-
oper creates the mechanics that shape the dynamics that a player can perceive
in the form of the aesthetics (see figure 5).

Figure 5: The Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics Lens.

The MDA framework can be used as a lens, and as the figure shows, the
designer and the player have a different perspective. This seems a trivial con-
clusion, but one that was previously often overlooked. In the aesthetics part,
the player enjoys certain experiences a game can provide, such as narrative, dis-
covery or self-expression. These experiences are created by the dynamics, the
actions the game offers the player to perform and the reactions the game will
give to those actions, such as challenge or systems of creation (e.g. designing
your character). The dynamics are governed by rules, or the mechanics, such as
shuffling a deck of cards, or the ‘Start’ square in Monopoly. Both perspectives
can then be used to fine tune a game.

Juul’s ‘Half-Real’ argues that games are at the same time half real, and half
unreal [100], a balance that is created by the tension between rules and fiction.
The rules are real, and the interactions are real, but the world on which they
operate is not. The way a player perceives this is crucial to defining whether
the game is ‘fun’, and therefore examining the player is equally important as
examining the game.

Other hybrid methods focus on using player data to improve the game and
are at their core Alexandrine methods, much like those covered in section 3.2.
Appelman [11] created the Experiential Mode Framework, which is a game play
analysis method that incorporates player data, perceptions and experiences on
the whole. It was created to be able to predict what player experiences can be
expected from a game.

Järvinen [95] introduced ‘Applied Ludology’, which adds psychological the-
ories of cognition and emotions to the theory of games as a system. It was
developed to observe which conditions had to be met to elicit certain emotions.
Similar to both of these methods was Lemay’s work on developing a pattern
language for Flow experiences [115], with the objective to create a tool to help
designers make games that will trigger positive player experiences.
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3.8 Summary

Many game analysis techniques were developed since the creation of the ear-
liest games with the hopes of being able to tell which games were ‘good’ and
which games were ‘bad’ (and potentially, how to improve them), but not all
were equally successful and only a few currently show promise.

While the ‘Alexandrine’ methods were received well, they were not often
completed and therefore are hardly used. Usability approaches also showed
promise, but they were not suitable to label games as ‘good’ or ‘bad’, because
they focused on improving the system for the sake of the system (and finances)
instead of the player’s experience. Formal mathematical models had too many
drawbacks such as the limited amount of rules (and therefore games) that could
be analyzed with them.

The next step in game analysis research, however, were the modular graph-
ical models of game mechanics which were iteratively developed through the
years by various researchers since a call to action dating from 1999. The most
recent work, Machinations by Dormans [63], offers the opportunity to graph-
ically represent the complete ‘resource flow’ of a game and test it on an ab-
stracted meta level. While the system does require extensive learning and the
process of making and keeping diagrams up to date takes time, many games can
be tested much more quickly and much more often than through other methods.

In addition, the recent rise of telemetry techniques offers a way to look at
massive amounts of actual player data to analyze the game both in content
and player experience. Hybrid techniques helped lead the way to more player
inclusive research, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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4 Player Analysis

‘Online’ networks spread, and thus games that could be (or had to be) played
over a network were created. The earliest ones were called MUDs, or Multi-User
Dungeons, and one particular developer of such a MUD, Bartle, discovered that
the players could be divided into certain groups based on the features of the
game they liked [13].

It took a while for player analysis to ground itself. The work done previously
was based on intrinsic/extrinsic motivation [128], [129] and did not penetrate
the market. Only by 2001 did another type of research, biofeedback, open up
an avenue for player research [17]. In 2002, however, Fulton published an article
on Gamasutra [75] describing why psychological theories could be useful in sup-
porting collected player data. Around the same time, Lauteren [112] presented
his theory of aesthetics at the Computer Games and Digital Cultures Confer-
ence, which argued to study how gamers use games, what features they enjoy
and what emotions they feel whilst playing.

Since then, player analysis has taken off in many directions, originating in
multiple research fields. The areas that will be covered here are: Player Cate-
gorization (Player Typology, Emotions, Motivation, Psychology and Situation),
Flow, Biofeedback/Biometrics, Usability, Playtesting and Autobiographical De-
sign.

4.1 Player Categorization

As is often the case, generalizing types makes processing of large amounts of data
easier. Player categorization is therefore the academical approach to grouping
players based on different aspects of mankind. The differences discussed here
are in player typology/interests, player emotion, player motivation, player psy-
chology and player situational differences such as culture, gender and age.

4.1.1 Player Typology

Bartle, in 1996, had players post their favorite features of the MUD they were
playing in a Bulletin Board System (BBS) and he analyzed their interests [13].
It became clear to him that these players could be categorized, as similar types
of player would name similar features. He divided them up in the four original
player typology classes, namely Achievers, Explorers, Killers and Socializers.
Anyone that plays an MMORPG will recognize these types of players instantly,
but future research argued this list was not complete.

Bartle argued that a game needs to support the interests of all types of
players (that the game is interested in attracting) to have a good balance, and
suggested which features support which type of player. More research was done
in this direction, but instead of focusing on player interests, they focused on
player emotions or motivation, and these can therefore be found in separate
sections of this chapter.
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In 2009, Canossa and Drachen wrote about Play-Persona [26], artificial in-
telligence players that would play a game based on certain ‘player interest rules’
and these could be used to massively test for a certain target demographic group.
It was, however, only useful to predict what certain player types would do in a
game, but it would not explain why they did it.

Bateman, Lowenhaupt and Nacke argue that typology may be inadequate
to cover all types of players and suggest trait theory instead [15]. It had been
unclear whether Bartle intended for player types to be unique and that players
could only fit in one box at a time, but many researchers assumed this and trait
theory seemed to be a solution. Players could follow multiple trait patterns,
where narrow type theory would have placed them in a single box.

Tuunanen and Hamari in 2012 performed a meta-synthesis on the existing
research [203], to see which types had been suggested so far in different types
of research and found that the basic four Bartle suggested were only extended
slightly overall, but no conclusive fifth (or even sixth) category was agreed on.

4.1.2 Player Emotion

In 2004, Freeman [72] argues to put emotion into games, for various reasons. He
claims it will expand the demographics, it will cause better buzz, consumer loy-
alty and press, games will seem less amateur, emotions will inspire and dedicate
the team working on the game and it will avoid losing out on money, including
having a competitive advantage and not coming in last. He wrote a book about
‘Emotioneering’, and it describes fifteen hundred techniques to create emotion
in games.

Also in 2004, Lazzaro wrote about her research at XEODesign on elicited
player emotions [113]. It describes four reasons why people play games; hard
fun, easy fun, altered states and social play. It also dives into a variety of
emotions that games can trigger. She had been researching player emotions for
a while, but this was some of the earliest published game-specific research on
emotions.

In a multi-modal approach, Zammitto in 2005 researched the use of colors
in games and the emotions specific colors incite [215]. Colors had been a fre-
quent subject in research, but had not been cross-applied to games yet, and her
research showed that being aware of the significance of certain colors culturally
could certainly improve player emotions and through them, player experience.

Perron in 2005 writes about a cognitive psychological approach to player
emotions [160] and with a background in film, approaches it from a different
angle. He describes fiction, or F emotions; artifact, or A emotions; and a new
type, gameplay, or G emotions. The first two can directly be translated from
film, the latter Perron added as a supplement for the interactive aspect of games.

In 2007, Frome [73] extends Perron’s research by adding ecological emotions
and discerning between actor (player) or observer (non-player) participation,
increasing the ways games elicit emotion, 4 emotions times 2 perspectives, to 8.
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4.1.3 Player Motivation

Another branch of player research focuses on player motivation. In psychology,
intrinsic/extrinsic motivation had already been researched and Malone wrote
two game-specific articles on this topic in 1980 [128] and 1982 [129]. Much of
the research since then focused on traditional software applications, as Med-
ina shows in her 2005 work [136], which is an overview of motivational re-
search. Medina mentions the largest psychological fields of relevance, being
intrinsic/extrinsic motivation (such as Malone’s work), player interests as mo-
tivation and self-determination theories, which are both also found in recent
player research.

Both Schultheiss [181] and Yee [213] researched motivations to play Mas-
sively Multiplayer Online Role Play Games in 2007, analyzing surveys from a
large amount of players. Yee created categorizations of motivation much similar
to Bartle’s player types, albeit with some side notes. Keeping in mind that the
MMORPG genre has changed (retaining the essential elements of MUDs but
changing greatly graphically/socially) Schultheiss shows that the motivations
have not changed much through the years, but rather increased in variety.

In Rigby, Skinner and Vaughen’s 2013 Game Developers Conference lec-
ture [172], a Player Experience of Need satisfaction theory is explained. It is
based on the more traditional self-determination theory and explains that dif-
ferent motivational aspects of games can be optimized to attract different types
of players. In an example, they show how certain games can (and should) at-
tract both the ‘connoisseur’ and the ‘bro gamer’ with the use of competence,
autonomy and relatedness motivational techniques.

4.1.4 The Big 5

In recent years, scientific psychology research has started to grow towards one
unified approach of personalities, a method called The Big 5. This method con-
tains 5 motivational factors that together describe the type of person you are.
These factors are called O.C.E.A.N., which stands for Openness to Experience,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness and Neuroticism.

Researcher Vandenberghe gave a lecture at the Game Developers Confer-
ence [208] and published an article in Game Developer magazine [209] attempt-
ing to link The Big 5 in Psychology to The Five Domains of Play. He finds that
there are five domains that map to The Big 5, namely Novelty (Openness to Ex-
perience), Challenge (Conscientiousness), Stimulation (Extraversion), Harmony
(Agreeableness) and Threat (Neuroticism). All domains have sub-domains, such
as ‘role’ within stimulation, or ‘cooperativeness’ within harmony.

The scale of each sub-domain is an interval from ‘aversion’ to neutral to
‘attraction’. The general idea is therefore that, if you take a personality test
based on The Big 5, the values map to The Five Domains of Play, and certain
trends can be discovered and mapped to game design. Not every correlation
indicates causation, but it is clear that, for example, players that rate high in
‘Imagination’ (sub-domain of Openness to Experience) typically enjoy a game
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such as Skyrim, which has a medium-to-high Fantasy facet. Vandenberghe is
currently researching which types of causation can be concluded from large
amounts of player data, which shows promising results for the future.

4.1.5 Player Situation

It also became clear that players from all over the world enjoy different things
in games based on their social background. Gender, age and other elements can
impact what games you like. None of the research is conclusive, e.g. it is never
a dichotomous division. It is not possible to say ‘all girls like x games’, as much
as it is not possible to classify by age, but categorizations can certainly be made.

Noble et al.’s work in 2003 [149] is strongly rooted in traditional psychology,
relying on various existing methods to be able to categorize players. They de-
velop and test an existing method, although they reach no definitive conclusions
in preferences, only in biological skill and play style.

In 2007, de Kort, IJsselsteijn and Gajadhar [53] researched the effect of co-
players, audiences and spatial organization on player experience, including some
particular differences between for example different genders or ages. Vermeulen,
in 2011 [211], however, shows that what is typically seen as a ‘core’ player has
no differences gender-wise, but that non-‘core’ male players lean towards the
interests of ‘core’ players more than non-‘core’ female players.

Veteran developer Daglow presented a lecture at the Game Developers Con-
ference in 2013 [51] about cultural differences between American and European
players that result in varying appreciation of certain game elements. He shows
that Americans, for example, typically enjoy experiences that show their indi-
viduality and that they need much more confirmation of playing a game ‘right’.

4.2 Flow

Csikszentmihalyi’s work on flow in 1990 [48] had far-stretching effects in the
game development industry. Developers started thinking about the emotional
state players were in while they were playing games, as they were essentially
playing to be entertained, and as a designer you want to design games that can
be experienced fully. The flow model is very basic and can be seen in figure 6.

In this model, as time progresses, the player goes through a curve that fol-
lows the ‘ideal state’ (in purple), which keeps them in the ‘flow’. If the game
is too hard, the player will enter the anxiety state; if the game is too easy, the
player will become bored.

By some, this model was not considered optimal, and optimizations were
researched. A new term that surfaced was ‘immersion’, where a player is ‘im-
mersed’ if they are in the flow state, meaning they lose track of time and feel
like they are ‘in’ the game. The definition of both flow and immersion are under
as much fire as the term ‘game’ is, so there is no final agreement on either of
them at the present time.
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Figure 6: The traditional Flow model, where the optimal state is to stay within
the flow channel between anxiety and boredom.

In 2005, Ermi and Mäyrä [69] created a flow model with three components;
sensory, challenge-based and imaginative immersion, which are types of immer-
sion that are caused by different elements of a game. Sensory immersion is
caused by the audiovisual quality and style of a game, so anything your senses
register whilst playing. Challenge-based immersion is caused by the traditional
flow curve, if you receive exactly the right amount of challenge and leeway, you
can be immersed in challenge. Imaginative immersion is based on the character,
world and story elements of a game, much like you can lose yourself in a book.

Also in 2005, Sweetser and Wyeth [192] developed GameFlow, a Flow-based
model tuned specifically to analyze games. The model consists of eight ele-
ments; concentration, challenge, skills, control, clear goals, feedback, immersion
and social interaction, which all contain criteria to be met before a player can feel
enjoyment through them. The elements were translated from Csikszentmiha-
lyi’s original requirements for flow, and were mapped onto elements recognizable
from game play. Each of the elements has a set of heuristics (the criteria) by
which a game can be measured and analyzed.

In 2007, Mäyrä [132] extended the SCI-model Ermi and he had created in
2005, as he felt the model was not complete. The first model, as described
earlier, focused completely on the individual’s ludic experience, rather than also
taking into account that there are contextual aspects, such as the history and
socio-cultural effects around game play, that also affect the player’s state of im-
mersion.

Calleja wrote his dissertation in 2007 [25] on the development of a conceptual
model for the analysis of digital game involvement, which was also an exten-
sion of the existing flow and immersion models. He argues to replace the word
immersion with incorporation, because immersion gives the impression that the
state is binary: you are either immersed, or you are not. Incorporation would of-
fer different levels of involvement, being macro-involvement, micro-involvement
and full incorporation. This incorporation can be caused by multiple elements,
such as shared or narrative involvement, much like Sweetser and Wyeth’s work
suggest.

Cowley, Charles, Black and Hickey [44] state that it is hard to translate
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between the flow model and actual game design and thus create a USE (user-
system-experience) model to map the two onto each other. Diving into existing
research on the Flow model, they give an overview of existing models and ex-
plain why their USE-model approximates the phenomenon of Flow in games.

Schoenau-Fog approaches the concept from a different angle in 2011 [180],
as he identifies the elements that cause ‘continuation desire’, the desire to keep
playing a game, which he calls one dimension of player engagement. He takes
a look at various reasons people give to keep playing a game, and creates a
hierarchical overview of which reasons players find most important.

In Lemarchand’s 2012 Game Developers Conference lecture [114], he argues
to replace the word immersion with attention. In psychology, attention is a
much researched concept, and it is said that a human being only has so much
attention to divide. A state of complete immersion, therefore, is when a player
fully devotes their attention to one activity, such as playing games, and has no
more attention for anything else. Lemarchand suggests methods used in the field
to use metrics data to get an idea of where your player’s attention is focused.

4.3 Biofeedback/Biometrics

With the development of neurological techniques, many new fields of research
were born, including biofeedback and biometrics for game development. While
these techniques have been in development since before 2001, the field is still
considered to be in its infancy and few game development companies actually
use these techniques. The price tag attached to this research is also still very
substantial, making it harder for companies to have access to these methods.

In 2001, Bersak et al. [17] used affective feedback in an immersive competi-
tive environment, with a game that tried to teach users to control their emotions
to win a game. If they got too excited, they would lose, and if they stayed calm,
they would win, which are almost polar opposites of regular game design.

Sykes and Brown, in 2003 [193], tried to measure emotion through the game
pad, as he tested whether pressure would be a good measure for arousal. The
results were varied, as it became clear that arousal can go both ways; positive
and negative arousal show up as the same emotion. It was, however, a good
indication of the difficulty of a game.

Galvanic Skin Response, or Skin Conductance Response, is another tech-
nique, which was explored in 2004 by Sakurazawa et al. [173]. They researched
whether it could be used as an entertainment feature instead of using it to gather
data from the players. They show that creating a personal emotional reference
frame and confronting the player with what the data shows they are feeling is
very interesting and could certainly be attractive for entertainment computing.

Gilleade, Dix and Allanson [78] used a similar approach, using biofeedback
techniques to create enjoyable experiences with their Assist Me, Challenge Me,
Emote Me heuristics. Based on, for example, a person’s frustration levels, a
game could provide more hints in the shape of assistance. If the frustration
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level is very low, the game could increase the difficulty level and become more
challenging. While research on which exact emotions a player is feeling is not
very advanced yet, it would also become an interesting option to measure the
emotions a player is feeling and for games to dynamically adapt to more pre-
cisely try to guide a player to the emotions the designer intended for the game.

Ravaja et al. [165] used a wide array of biofeedback techniques to assess the
psycho-physiological responses of players to the video game Monkey Bowling
2. Comparing the results of these techniques, they supplemented each other
in the sense that it became a bit more clear what the differences are between
valence and arousal on a positive/negative scale. They also showed that certain
events that would intuitively be considered to be positive or negative had no, or
sometimes even the opposite effect on the player. They argue that after more
research and validation, taking the emotional responses of a player into account
could certainly be used to guide game design in several ways.

In 2008, Nacke and Lindley [143] used multiple biofeedback methods to track
flow, immersion and boredom in a series of pre-designed levels for Half Life 2,
a shooter game. These were combined with a questionnaire filled in afterwards,
and results showed that levels designed for flow experiences demonstrated clearly
positive emotions. Levels designed to be boring or immersive could not be dis-
criminated between, however, so future research was needed.

Nacke, Lindley and Stellmach in 2010 [144] conducted another study based
on the EEG technique, to look at cognition, emotional and behavioral aspects of
player experience. They once again research levels designed for flow, boredom
and immersion, showing similar results for flow levels, but this time also reach-
ing more conclusive results for immersion and boredom. The immersion level
may activate regions in the brain that are influenced by feelings of exploration.
In the boredom level, the players felt competent but not challenged, which was
consequently experienced as negative, and they therefore conclude it is the ex-
periential opposite of the flow level. Immersion is a separate feeling all together,
which may be caused by the way the level is laid out, and could be combined
with both ‘easy’ (boredom) or ‘balanced’ (flow) difficulty experiences.

Hoogen in 2009 [206] attempted to use most of the available non-invasive
biofeedback methods to measure player experience, to see how much informa-
tion could be gathered from using just these methods and if they could be
reliably used as an indication of player experience. The results showed that
sound level in particular had a large effect on the player’s affective reactions,
feelings of presence and controller-applied force. The controller tilt, however,
showed no particular correlations.

Both Kivikangas in 2010 [102] and Mirza-Babaei in 2011 [138] have made
overviews of the currently available biofeedback techniques and what they could
be used for. Techniques are available to measure the brain, heart, skin and track
eyes and they have different fields of applicability. Which techniques are actually
used by companies to help develop games will be discussed in section 6.
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4.4 Usability

Usability has traditionally been a software development tool to improve the ease
of use of a software application. As games are software applications, it was an
easy step to take to attempt to improve games with this tool as well.

In 2002, Federoff [71] interviewed five game developers to observe their de-
velopment structure. He then tried to apply Nielsen’s heuristics and usability
guidelines to games to create and evaluate fun in video games and found they
had to be tinkered with as they were not directly applicable. The result of his
work was a new set of heuristics and usability guidelines, specifically suitable
for games, which would later be iterated upon.

Johnson in 2003 [97] had a similar approach, also using Nielsen’s heuristics,
but to create affective user interface design in games. He analyzes how Nielsen’s
work impacts flow, and explores the differences between pc and console game
play. He shows that using guidelines for game interface design can contribute
greatly to the study of affective design in traditional software applications.

Much of the following work followed Federoff’s strategy, adapting a set of ex-
isting heuristic guidelines to specific situations. Cornett’s work in 2004 [39] used
usability standards to improve an MMORPG and created usability guidelines
for future MMORPG’s. Also in 2004, Desurvire [55] published an article about
heuristic evaluations for playability, which is essentially a more comprehensive,
complete list of heuristic guidelines for games. It involved heuristics specifically
for game play, game story, game mechanics and usability.

Switching from game-centered game design to player-centered game design,
Sykes published an article in 2006 [194] that gave an overview of existing us-
ability techniques that could be used to support player-centered game design.
This trend followed the switch to user-centered (game) design that could be
observed in many traditional software (and game) development companies, and
the changes in the heuristics and usability methods followed a similar trajectory.

In 2010, Koeffel et al. [104] developed a method to evaluate the overall user
experience of video- and tabletop games, consisting of three sections: the game
play/game story, the virtual interface and tabletop specifics. It gives an overview
of existing heuristic-based methods and combines these into a framework to try
and accurately describe the user’s experience. They acknowledge this is a purely
subjective feeling, which makes it hard to write anything about it scientifically.

In 2013, Lightbown [118] suggested heuristics could also be used to ana-
lyze the user experience of game development tools. Instead of analyzing the
game, or the player, he suggests to analyze the tools that the developers use to
create games with, in the hopes of improving their user experience and there-
fore, improving the game that is being developed. These tools are much more
traditional in their application as traditional software, and therefore could po-
tentially benefit much more from usability standards.

It has, therefore, become clear that a subjective thing such as player expe-
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rience is hard to express with usability guidelines, and is somewhat restricted
to application in the QA (Quality Assurance) section of the testing cycle. The
focus in game development has shifted away from using usability to assess player
experience, and instead the industry is developing their own methods to perform
more accurate assessments, which will be discussed in the next section.

4.5 Playtesting

Game developers have traditionally always developed iteratively, because it is
hard to develop a software application for entertainment to be perfect right
from the conceptual phase. It is hard to predict whether an interaction will be
‘fun’, and unavoidable bugs will always sneak in. Game development, therefore,
generally has a testing phase within the iterative cycle.

The testing phase can be split up in two major categories, Quality Assurance
(QA) and Playtesting. Quality Assurance makes sure that the game’s function-
alities work, e.g. are not defective, or cause contradictory feedback, much like
traditional software is tested. QA therefore also benefits largely from traditional
software application testing methods, such as usability testing. Playtesting, on
the other hand, is game development specific and it makes sure the game deliv-
ers the experience the designer set out to achieve in a player. In recent years,
this has become a large research focus, both academically and professionally.

In 2008, Bernhaupt [16] conducted a User Experience in Games workshop,
where the industry could get together and share their experiences with user test-
ing such as which techniques the attending companies used and what they could
teach each other. In the same year, Fullerton published a book called ‘Game
Design Workshop’ [74], which took a dive into the game development process
from a game designer’s perspective, and it dedicates a chapter to Playtesting.
It describes who you want to playtest with and why, and how to conduct a
playtesting session once you have found testers. It also gives an overview of
different types of playtesting and which are suitable for what purpose.

Since then, many researchers have made overviews [77], [171], [142], [90]
of different playtesting methodologies, and the ones most often named are in-
terviews, questionnaires/surveys, group discussions, observation (both live and
recorded), think-out-loud sessions and diaries. Many of these techniques in-
tegrate work described in previous sections. Player typologies, emotions, mo-
tivations and situational research is performed through telemetry-based player
analysis. Flow theory is considered a base for player experience and biofeedback
is often combined with observational techniques.

In an interview playtesting session, the player will first play the game for a
while, after which the conductor will ask a series of neutral questions regarding
the play experience. With questionnaires or surveys, this process is quite simi-
lar, except that the player reports their findings on paper. This has the benefit
that the player can think about their answers for a while, whereas the benefit
of an interview is that the conductor can add or change questions as they go
based on how the interview proceeds. An interview can also be done in the
form of a group discussion, although this is rarely done, as there is always one
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thought leader that is much more vocal than the other testers, who influences
the thoughts and feelings of the other testers.

While the tester plays, they can also be observed by a conductor. This is
considered intrusive and draws the player even more out of their regular play
style comfort zone, but it can be very informative. The observer can be in
the same or an adjoining room, or the session could be recorded and watched
back later. It allows the observer to physically observe the emotions the player
displays that they might forget about or not want to admit in an interview or
questionnaire. If the observer is in the same room, the type of playtesting could
also be a think-out-loud session, where the observer will keep the conversation
going by asking the player to express what they feel while they are playing.

A less intrusive method of playtesting are diaries, where a player takes home
a game and reports on their experiences on a session-to-session basis. The ben-
efit is that the player can play the game exactly the way they would at home,
but you cannot control their play style whatsoever. A more practical downside
is that this type of testing can only be done once the game has been announced,
as it is hard to keep a player to their non-disclosure agreement when they do
not play in a controlled environment such as a playtesting lab.

Schell, in his 2009 book ‘The Art of Game Design’ [179], also gives an
overview of playtesting methods in a chapter dedicated to playtesting, but he
also points out one peculiar oddity about game designers and why it is wise to
let playtesting be conducted by people outside of your (design) team. He states
that he personally hates playtesting, because it gives players a chance to tell
him his game sucks, and this triggers an essential flaw in many game designers.
They do not handle critique very well, and as they know their game better than
anyone, are quick to throw back excuses as a response to legit remarks, often
scaring the playtester into submission and silence.

Hagen, in 2010 [85], researched the playtesting methods that six Swedish
game developers used and found that many smaller companies rely on autobio-
graphical design (see section 4.6). If companies do playtest, they typically use
the methods listed above and occasionally a biofeedback method, but none of
them used revolutionary new techniques.

In 2011, Soppitt and McAllister [188] used sequential analysis to try and
understand player experience, which they hoped would help decipher player
behavior. In this analysis, the observer would note down the behavioral state
of the player and rate it on a scale and with these ratings, they give a game
a grade. These grades would supposedly denote the game’s quality and the
grades seemed to correlate with existing grades from game review sites. They
do suggest, however, that the sample size of both games and players should be
increased to verify the results.

Wang and Sun performed a study on game rewards and their effects on
player experience in 2011 [212]. The results were generally positive and showed
what reward systems can motivate players to do and how they can even cause
enjoyment before receiving any award at all. They also elaborate on how these
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systems relate to intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, stating that reward systems
give intrinsic motivation, whilst giving extrinsic rewards.

4.6 Autobiographical Design

Smaller, independent companies do not have the budget to do extensive playtest-
ing and certainly do not have budget to hire a company to perform playtests
for them. Instead, they develop the way the first developers created the earliest
games, based on what they would enjoy playing themselves. This approach is
called autobiographical design.

Autobiographical design, as Neustaedter and Sengers in their 2012 publi-
cation show [146], is not limited to game development. On the contrary, it
originated in traditional software development and the overlap with game de-
velopment was so great it was concluded to be the same development strategy.
It entails developing with yourself as the ideal user in mind.

The downside of this approach in game development is that your target de-
mographic becomes extremely limited to exactly those people that enjoy what
you enjoy, but if your personal interests are broad, this does not have to restrict
you. On the upside, you know what you enjoy best (as opposed to developers
that develop for a target demographic that is wildly different from their per-
sonal interests), so the people that do fit your target demographic are almost
guaranteed to enjoy the game as much as you do.

4.7 Summary

Since Bartle’s work in 1996, a lot of research that takes the player into account
as well as the game has been performed. Playtesting has become the biggest
player analysis research field and most of the previously performed player re-
search has found its way to become part of current playtesting methods.

Players were categorised in many ways (typologies, emotions, motivation,
psychology and situational factors) in the hopes of finding similarities to design
for, the theory of flow became an important base for player experience research,
biofeedback was experimentally discovered to be useful in observational tech-
niques and usability testing found its way to the quality assurance section of
game testing. Even autobiographical design is its own form of playtesting.

Given the interactive experiential nature of games, game development cannot
be performed successfully anymore without playtesting in one way or another.
All of these fields offer useful techniques for game developers, but it has to be
mentioned in particular that the research Vanderberghe [208], [209] is doing on
The Big 5 is very promising with regards to predicting what elements and fea-
tures a player may like in games based on their personality.

Which research is currently being done academically can be found in the
next chapter.
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5 Recent developments

A lot of research has already been done, but few techniques are directly appli-
cable to game development in a business-sense. To stay up to date on academic
research, the Digital Games Research Association [56] seems to be the conference
to attend and to stay up to date on professional research, the Game Developers
Conference [32], the Gamasutra website [76] and occasional articles in Control
Magazine are the main hubs to visit.

For Games User Research in particular, the Games User Research SIG has
two sources for conference lectures [120] and proceedings [119].

There are multiple universities that research certain aspects of games, but
they rarely have clear reports on what they are currently actively researching.
These universities list the following chairs as research topics that are relevant
to game and player analysis.

• UC Santa Cruz [47] lists Interactive Storytelling and Game Data Analysis,

• the University of Southern California [153] lists Games User Research and
Game Aesthetics,

• the University of Madison-Wisconsin [152] performs leading research in
the Games & Learning field,

• Georgia Tech [197] lists Emerging Modalities (tangible interactions),

• MIT [139] lists playstyle motivation as a field of interest,

• the University of Nevada [205] researches gambling and video games,

• and both the IT University of Copenhagen [151] and the University of
Tampere [154] house multi-disciplinary research groups.

New York University [204] is supposed to also have relevant game research, but
their website sadly offers no clear overview of their research interests. Many
other universities research educational and serious games, but no particular re-
search chairs are mentioned or their websites are outdated. In the Netherlands,
we have Dormans [62] with the Machinations stream.

A journal that is still actively publishing research articles is the interna-
tional journal of computer game research, who publishes Game Studies [191] on
a yearly to bi-yearly basis. The International Game Developers Association [91]
also occasionally posts about academic research, although they are mostly fo-
cused on professional research.

Another website that regularly reports on relevant scientific research that
may be applicable to practical game development is Motivate. Play. [140]. Re-
cently, they’ve reported on the following research projects...

Lorince [124] reports that Lindstedt, a graduate student at Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute in New York used eye-tracking to see what players look at
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when they play Tetris. It becomes possible to measure how long players look
at the currently falling piece, the next piece or the destination of the piece, and
this raises questions on player strategies. Lindstedt states that while duration
of attention certainly differs between novices and expert players, the differences
between experts are large as well. It is, however, not guaranteed that different
distributions of attention guarantee different play strategies, which makes for
interesting future research.

Nevermind, a game developed in USC’s game program, tries to adjust game
content based on biofeedback, Cummings reports [49]. By adjusting the game
based on the player’s heart rate, they hope to teach players how to handle stress
by dynamically adjusting the difficulty of the game.

Cummings also reports [50] that Dr. Skalski, professor and researcher at the
School of Communication at Cleveland State University is researching presence
in games. A lot of his previous work focused on Virtual Reality, which led the
way to the presence players feel when playing a game, and ever since he worked
on the different types of presence that can be felt.

A topic that has not come up much in scientific research is Big Data, with
only a few academic pieces of work mentioned in the Telemetry section of the
Game Analysis chapter of this paper. Knowles, however, recently conducted an
interview with Dr. Williams [103], who has both an academic and professional
background. He owns game analytics firm NinjaMetrics, and performs academic
research on the large data sets he obtains from working closely together with
game development companies to assess their game play based on player data.

There are a few other websites that have in the past reported on scientific
research in the game development field, such as Ludology [125] and Game Re-
search [169] which now only function as archives.
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6 Methods companies use

In recent years, player analysis has become an essential part of the development
cycle and both quality assurance and playtesting techniques are incorporated in
most game development companies. Sinclair recently made an overview of all
companies that have user experience testing positions [185], which shows just
how much playtesting has been integrated with game development.

6.1 Quality Assurance

While Quality Assurance is a very natural approach to improving a game, it is
also one that is not talked of much professionally. Occasionally a lecture or a
workshop is dedicated to it in a Game Developers Conference, but it is not one
of the most glamorous fields in game development.

BioWare’s McNally gave a lecture about QA [199] at their company, and one
of her colleagues presented a case study on how they perform narrative QA on
the games BioWare makes. They keep track of things such as which skills are
available, which parts of the story have been told and what the cut scenes have
shown the player about the characters. For example, if a character uses a skill
in a cut scene that can only be obtained twelve hours of game play later, they
will report to the writing department to inform them of the error.

Usability testing is the branch that pops out most, and Zammitto from
EA Sports hosted a Usability Bootcamp at the 2005 Game Developers Confer-
ence [216]. They discussed the difference in priorities between usability and user
experience techniques, and which kinds of research they do. Different methods
that EA uses are displayed and she explains for which stages in the production
cycle these techniques are most suitable.

KIXEYE also tests for usability frequently [27], by using Microsoft’s Rapid
Iterative Testing and Evaluation standards or Nielsen’s heuristics. They do use
players to test for usability issues, which shows it ties together closely with
playtesting, and they then use the retrieved data to identify trends. If multiple
testers run into the same usability problem, it becomes a higher priority issue.

Insomniac Games’s Acton also spoke about usability testing in a 2013 Game
Developers Conference lecture [3], where they broke down traditional usability
testing to be applied to game development. They use simple, well-defined tech-
niques from information theory, compression and psychology to tackle things
such as common optimization problems.

6.2 Playtesting

Playtesting is a new field that has come into existence solely because of game de-
velopment. With the purpose of improving the game for the sake of the player,
playtesting has become an essential part of the development process, but there
are many approaches to it. The topics that will be covered here are biofeed-
back, player experience as design philosophy, playtesting in general, telemetry
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and some unique methods companies have developed for their own games.

Biofeedback is not used as much as it could be yet, mostly because the
technology is still very expensive to acquire and therefore only the larger com-
panies can afford it. Both EA and Valve use biofeedback in their research to
improve game development, but few other companies report extensive use. In
2011, Zammitto gave a Game Developers Conference lecture [217] about user
experience testing at EA Sports, where she speaks about using eye tracking to
see what the player looks at while playing games, using telemetry to perform
statistical analyzes on data and get a visualization of the results and using bio-
metrics to gather information about the emotions players are feeling.

Ambinder reports Valve’s use of biofeedback in 2011 [8], giving an overview
of the techniques they use and what they could potentially be used for. They
look at physiological signals, heart rate, skin conductance level, facial expres-
sions, eye movements and EEG’s. With this information, they get an idea of
which and the amplitude of the emotions a player feels while playing.

In the player experience as a design philosophy area, we find Hagen’s
2010 report on six Swedish game developers and their player-centric design
methodology, which shows that most of these companies use autobiographical
design (see section 4.6) and therefore base their ideal player on the type of games
they enjoy themselves. They use themselves as guinea pigs, and if they do not
enjoy a feature, it must be changed.

Anderson from Klei Entertainment [10] talks about analyzing the target de-
mographic of their genre of games, stealth games, and observe the typical flaws
(or ‘heresies’) of that genre. They use these experiences to develop features that
will fit well with their target audience and pick and choose in such a way that
they leave the negative features behind. As examples, load time is an annoying
attribute of levels that can be worked around, which substantially improves the
player experience as in stealth games it is important to get a good focus on your
surroundings. Load time, psychologically, makes you forget what you have seen
and therefore makes it harder to keep all the details in mind. They also talk
about the addition of checkpoints, because one way stealth games used to be
made more difficult was by letting players perform long sections of challenges
over and over again because it was too hard to navigate through in one go. Klei,
instead, added more checkpoints so the parts that had to be performed again
after failing are much shorter and they could instead focus on making the actual
challenges more difficult.

If we look at playtesting on the whole, much more work surfaces. In 2007,
DeRosa posted a feature article on Gamasutra [54] about gathering player feed-
back at BioWare, what they used the data for and why it would be useful for
other companies. Valve’s Ambinder in 2009 [7] gives details about the playtest-
ing process at Valve, which showed that they use all basic playtesting methods
in the book (see section 4.5) and benefit a lot from them. In addition, they per-
form design experiments where they put a hypothetical feature in a game and
test it on players (such as with marketing techniques like A/B Testing combined
with Beta testing, but in much more detail).
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There are more companies that use traditional marketing techniques to test
their games. GREE International, for example, states [158] they use Beta Test-
ing, which means releasing the beta version of your game in a single representa-
tive country for your target demographic and seeing how well it sells. This way
you can tweak the game before going through an international release.

In 2010, Heijden published a Gamasutra article [207] about the experiences
of his company, Valsplat (a usability testing company), with Ronimo Games’
Swords & Soldiers. They had clear test goals to focus on and knew the type of
player they wanted to test with. They then performed observational tests and
eye tracking tests to gather information, which Ronimo Games took and used
to optimize their game.

In 2013, the amount of reports from companies performing playtesting exploded.

• Ubisoft Blue Byte’s Peketz [159] reports they perform observational tests
and use diaries, plus paper prototyping as a design strategy, card sorting
to get a sense of how players feel the game features and user interface work
together and usability testing,

• Volition’s Lynn [126] has an in-house researcher, who performs interviews,
observational tests, surveys and researches telemetry data,

• Double Fine’s Schafer et al. [176] state they do observational tests and
interviews (contextual interviews, e.g. ‘who were the characters, what
was their story’, etc.), paired playtesting (in co-operative games and to
have a fellow player as a resonating board) and group discussions,

• Arkadium’s Jarrett [93] speaks about playtesting in a research and devel-
opment team, which sets clear goals on what to test for and then uses
marketing techniques (portal testing, fake monetization testing) to gain
in-depth information about what players enjoy,

• Thatgamecompany’s Pavlovic [157] explains how they playtest their exper-
imental games, which mostly involves observational tests in a living room
environment with interviews and picking a suitable target demographic,
but that they collect no data whatsoever,

• Player Research’s Long [123] gives a look at a case study on playtesting
Morphopolis, an independently developed game, which involved picking a
playtesting goal, picking a target audience and performing observational
tests and interviews,

• Bungie’s November podcast [196] interviewed one of the usability and user
experience researchers at the company, who both records usability tests
and track data, but also performs think-out-loud sessions and observa-
tional tests and,

• EA Sports and Microsoft’s Zammitto [218], who ran a Games User Re-
search Bootcamp at the 2013 Game Developers Conference that explained
in detail how they run a Games User Research experiment, describing all
known techniques and when they are ideally applied.
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Telemetry has more recently shown to be useful in playtesting research, as
mobile games have made such large amounts of data available that it becomes
interesting to track certain play styles and player types. While big data does
wonders for marketing and monetization research, there are also various ap-
proaches that use data to improve the player experience.

As briefly mentioned in an earlier chapter, Zoeller from BioWare gave a
Game Developers Conference lecture [219] about rapid content iteration and
validation for Massively Multiplayer Online games, for which they use teleme-
try. They gather player data and project it on both 2D and 3D maps to obtain
information about the learning curve, difficult areas in levels and whether there
are enough health regeneration spots. Figure 4 on page 13 shows, for example,
the player deaths in a level of a BioWare game, which was an image shown in
their lecture slides. Here it becomes clear that a certain part of a level, the
orange/red area, is a place players die frequently.

Telemetry can also be used for other purposes, such as obtaining regional
information about your players. In 2011, Ashe from Blizzard [12] showed that
World of Warcraft players from all over the world have different preferences and
focus on different features of the game. It is also shown that some races and
classes in the game that you can play as are used for certain features (such
as player-versus-player combat) much more often than others. This is a player
typology, as mentioned in section 4.1.1, and can be used to identify what kinds
of players you have and which features they would like to see in your game.

Another use for telemetry data is CCP games’ approach. At the Game De-
velopers Conference in 2011, Gudmundsson spoke about their game [84], which
largely revolves around a virtual economy. They let economists use their mined
data to help analyze the health of the economy and design the game for example
through which items to release onto or take from the market. It is also used to
find exploits, because they know what is humanly possible to achieve and some
data will clearly jump out as being impossible.

In 2012, Valve also hired an economist, Varoufakis, to analyze the economy
in some of their games [210]. He published an article about arbitrage and equi-
librium in the Team Fortress 2 economy, which showed that while virtual, these
economies are very similar to real life economies as they live and breathe in the
same way. Market pulls and pushes have the same effects, on the same scale.
This indicates that analysing virtual economies could even teach us about real
life economies, as the virtual ones lack most of the traditional downsides. Of-
ten ruining a virtual economy hurts none other than the players, and any hurt
caused can be repaired without cost other than time and effort.

Also in 2012, a lecture was given by Thomas from Epic Games [200], which
showed that just gathering data does not immediately guarantee results. The
amount of data that can be gathered is staggering, and working through it is
even worse, so you need to know what the right questions to ask are, and cru-
cially, which data you should gather to get the right answers. Once you do have
the right questions, and you can collect the right answers, however, big data
analysis can most certainly improve your game.
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There are also a few reports of designers using methods that were de-
signed academically, although they are scarce. In 2013, Sala reported that
they use Flow theory to guide their level design in New Sokoban [174]. Barth, in
an interview with Motivate. Play., mentions using the MDA framework for their
game SpaceChem [167], to make sure the mechanics of the games they create fit
well with the educational content they try to deliver, especially because certain
mathematical or biological topics lend themselves very well to be transformed
into intuitive mechanics.

Few companies report using completely new techniques, but recently two
lectures at the Game Developers Conference popped up that showed a new kind
of diversity and range. While there are some companies that use paper pro-
totyping in their initial design phase, The Odd Gentlemen talks about using
Lego prototypes to design their levels and analyze their game play [107]. Of
course this method is only suitable for a small range of games, but it offers a
new perspective on games that could only be prototyped on paper in two di-
mensions. Lego is much more suitable for scaled 3D models, and gives you a
spatial impression of what is possible in your world.

The most resonating research is Riot Games’ recent work [121]. Riot Games’
League of Legends is a game that was independently developed and exponen-
tially grew in popularity, leading to a staggering player base. This player base,
however, felt all the traditional pains of online anonymous game play, having
trolls and flamers in almost every single game. These are people that consider
it to be funny to ruin the game for other players, sometimes because they mis-
takenly think their fellow players consider it to be funny as well, sometimes to
be outright hurtful. This toxicity is a genuine problem of the League of Leg-
ends society and with the wealth Riot Games has accumulated, they have been
researching methods to combat it.

So far they have focused on a few techniques, with the help of a group of
multi-disciplinary university graduates, such as displaying helpful (or warning)
text before and after a battle either in blue (or red) and comparing it to dis-
playing the same text in white. It showed that, when the text is displayed in
color, more players read the text and used it to their benefit.

They also have a judging system, where players can ‘report’ a toxic player
and a panel of both players and game moderators will give the player a penalty.
These penalties can go from ‘silencing’ (becoming unable to chat with other
players) for a certain amount of hours, to complete banning from the game for
a few days. They have, however, found that if you give players that have re-
ceived a penalty no feedback on why they were given a penalty, they will come
back and behave worse. If you give them feedback, plus instructions on how to
improve their behavior, they are much more likely to convert into a non-toxic
player.
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6.3 Summary

This chapter gave an overview of techniques companies have reported using,
showing that they focus particularly on quality assurance and playtesting in
their testing phase. They use techniques such as usability testing, biofeedback,
player experience as a design philosophy, playtesting in general, telemetry and
they occasionally (but rarely) use methods designed academically or methods
unique to their development process.

Without exception, all of these methods are very useful for development and
many of them are performed by in-house researchers which guarantees a certain
quality of the results, but often the methods are not academically validated.
They are also not often detailed in a practical way, with the exception of Za-
mitto’s Usability [216] and Games User Research [218] Bootcamps, which makes
it harder for other companies to take the methods and apply them themselves.

For academic research, especially the biofeedback, telemetry and standard
playtesting methods leave room for exploration. Professionally, work in these
areas is jumping ahead in leaps and bounds, but only biofeedback has a record
of research performed with it and even that is limited.
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7 Methods developed in the field

It has become clear that work done academically is rarely, if ever, actually ap-
plied by game development companies. Most of the research done is not suitable
for practice, and game developers sometimes find it hard to convert a purely
academic method to something usable in the field. Instead, developers distill
methods from their own experiences and use a website such as Gamasutra [76]
to share their knowledge. This had led to empirical research popping up from
all around the globe, often more useful in practice, but of less academic value.

There are, luckily, researchers that try to translate academic work to
make it useful in practice. In 2013, Cook has been publishing The Saturday
Paper on Gamasutra. In these articles, he discusses an academic paper and its
potential practical use. The papers he discusses use procedural content gener-
ation to generate new types of attacks based on modular effects gathered from
older games [37], use constraint solving techniques to solve puzzles in games [36]
or use a tower defense game to figure out which strategies humans come up with
for puzzles involving time and space [38]. Cook is also developing his own proce-
dural game generator, ANGELINA [35], which will hopefully shake up the game
development world by some day generating interactive experiences developers
have overlooked, or have never even thought of.

New approaches to ‘analysing games’ have also been created, which are of-
ten quite similar to the Alexandrine vocabulary techniques described in section
3.2. In 2012, Burgun published a book called ‘Game Design Theory: A New
Philosophy for Understanding Games’ [22], which tries to reach a definition to
describe the difference between video games and other interactive systems, from
a new perspective on video game design based on his design philosophy.

Terrell runs the Critical-Gaming blog [198], which is a critical game analy-
sis blog that also attempts to make a vocabulary of terms to be able to share
a global glossary and to be able to talk about critical analysis in the same
terms worldwide. The blog is filled with interviews, essays, research and design
projects and the glossary is based on 5 years of experience with all of them.

Quite recently, Johnson published a book called the ‘Game Design Compan-
ion: A Critical Analysis of Wario Land 4’ [96], which is a complete, objective
analysis of all elements that can be found in the game Wario Land 4, which
was released many years ago. This analysis can be used to find flaws in the
design, it can be checked against the original intentions of the designers and it
can be used to reflect on changes in game design over the years, to see what has
changed and what has essentially remained the same.

Some mathematical theories have also been developed by game design-
ers, who used them to improve game play. McMillan wrote two articles in 2013,
one of which uses simple graph theory to optimally balance the difficulty of
a first person shooter game [133], [135]. The other is an excerpt from a free,
open source text book he intended to release, but instead started publishing on
Gamasutra, which is called the Rational Design Handbook [134]. This hand-
book gives an introduction to basic math that can be used to solve typical game
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design problems, such as balancing the difficulty of levels in a platformer game,
or knowing how to work with randomness in numbers.

In a 9-part series, Tozour [202] has explained how to use pre-existing decision
modeling and optimization techniques to balance games, including practical vi-
sual examples of how to perform these techniques with, for example, Microsoft
Excel. It dives into balancing, parametric design techniques, production queues,
graph search and modular level design in a way that could easily be picked up
by a designer as if they were taking an evening course.

Some work on player motivation has also been done, mostly in the direc-
tion of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Recchia questions whether it is a false
dichotomy in a Motivate. Play. article [168], and more arguments to change the
terminology have been made, such as by Pihl on Gamasutra [161] to be able to
use the results to predict player behaviour. In another attempt to predict player
behavior, it was suggested by Marczewski [130] to create a typology based on
intrinsically and extrinsically motivated player types.

When they can, developers like to experiment with biofeedback, and Gualeni
has published a case study [82] using some biofeedback methods during the de-
velopment of his game, Gua-Le-Ni. Multiple method overviews have also been
made, to make information on biofeedback more readily available to the public,
such as the overview by Reynolds [170] and the overview by Schanuel [177].

A similar overview has also been made for telemetry. Drachen and Seif El-
Nasr, researchers that pop up in a large amount of academical papers, posted
a Game Developer magazine article on Gamasutra [67] with a concise introduc-
tion to user analytics; what categories there are, what the purpose is of using
user analytics, how to track user data and how to handle data efficiently.

Companies give conference lectures on usability testing and playtesting
techniques, but many individual developers also share their experiences. Sig-
man in 2005, for example, gave a thorough introduction to paper prototyping
for game developers and explained how this technique could be used to a game
designer’s advantage [184]. Glinert [79] considers four elements of usability as
he looks at how to analyze the learnability, efficiency, simplicity and aesthetic
of usability, including a traditional trade-off between these factors.

In 2013, Schanuel [178] posted an article about motion sickness from Virtual
Reality glasses, such as the Oculus Rift, and how this effect can be minimized by
using a proper 2D user interface in your game. The user interface design, such
as the thematics of the menu, can also substantially improve the ‘feel’ of your
game by incorporating narrative elements to take away the ‘fourth dimension’
that shell menus still make players aware of [105].

Player experience is a much discussed topic, which Clark suggests can be
approached from at least five approaches, if not more [30]. Serviss [183] dis-
cusses why it is essential to make your players feel important, which closely
relates to the topics Daglow discussed in his Game Developers Conference lec-
ture [51]. In a similar way, Chichester [28] discusses the psychology behind
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failing and why players can experience it as fun, but also as frustrating, and
shows how to use different types of failure mechanics to improve the player ex-
perience. Achievements have also stirred much conversation, and Burgun [23]
suggests ‘variants’ of games, as an alternative. In a ‘variant’, the game is altered
slightly to become more difficult, which gives the same feeling as the overused
achievement feature without actually triggering it in the player in the same way.

The effects of aesthetics such as shapes, colors, composition and animation,
approached from an artistic standpoint can also severely influence the way the
player perceives the game, Solarski explains [187]. Games User Research as a
field is on the rise, with a special interest group on LinkedIN and a special con-
ference [120], [119] dedicated to it. Both Tan [195] and Lewis-Evans [116] have
posted introductions to Games User Research and why it is so relevant to game
development these days, and a large amount of developers [164], [92], [46], [137]
have looked into storyboarding to explain the user experience.

Some game developers have managed to stand out based on how good their,
often considered relatively simple, games ‘feel’. They generally do not prefer to
use the term ‘feel’ (they opt for ‘game juiciness’ instead), but they have posted
articles and given conference lectures about the topic. In 2012, Kasavin from
SuperGiant Games gave a lecture about creating ‘atmosphere’ in the game Bas-
tion [101], Jonasson showed how to improve one of the most basic classic arcade
games and make it ‘feel’ much better in a Game Developers Conference Lec-
ture [98] and Nijman recently gave a similar lecture at Control Conference, mak-
ing the example game available so game designers can ‘feel’ it themselves [147].
Alexander also posted an article on Gamasutra [6], where she interviews a touch
control designer, who explains how to get the right ‘feel’ from your controls.

There are also a lot of game developers that have noticed peculiar effects
of particular elements of games and have dedicated analysis and an article or
lecture to it. Bartle, famous for his 1996 player typology work, developed one
of the first multi-user dungeons and in 2010 [14] gave a lecture on what he
perceived was the effect of MUDs on recent massively multiplayer online games
and how these games could still evolve based on the experiences MUDs offered.
Pink wrote two articles on Gamasutra, one about mechanical dissonance [162],
which explains that sometimes the game mechanics can trigger the wrong idea,
or lack enough signals to trigger the right consequence. He also writes about
how elegance and engagement interrelate, and how an elegant (or atmospheric,
or game feel) design can be used to improve immersion [163].

Aside from mechanical dissonance, a game can also have narrative dissonance
and Doucet explains how storytelling can be used as game design problem solv-
ing [65]. He suggests that, when designers are stuck on a feature, they can
draw from their narrative design to find a solution that will not clash with the
existing story. Hill created a structure called Dramaturgy [87], with which can
be measured how narratively impactful a game is and how games can become
emotionally impactful by using a vocabulary of guidelines. Nisli [148] explored
puzzle game design elements and made a comprehensive design pattern vocab-
ulary of the different elements that can be used in puzzle games.
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Dobson [58] explains the cognitive effect of ‘doorways’ in games, and how
designers have to be aware that when a player exits a room, their brain will
forget most of the tasks they had planned on doing due to the psychological
effect of passing through a doorway. Other psychological effects have also been
looked into, such as how the interaction with two different (but contextually
similar) talent, or skill, trees can trigger player satisfaction [127]. Loot drop
percentages and randomness is also a topic, discussed by Grey [80], who argues
that the player satisfaction of finding a drop can easily be improved by adopting
a different loot percentage table. Lewis-Evans looked at the effect dopamine has
with regards to players and liking/learning/wanting to play a game [117].

The effects of risk (or chance) in games, and balancing it with the use of
discovery-driven planning has been discussed by Tozour [201]. Another psy-
chological approach was taken from the financial perspective by Dahl [52], and
what effects currency have on players. Another more currency-focused piece
was written by Doucet [66], who created bazaarBot, a virtual economy simula-
tor which can be used to test what effect adding or changing the value of an
item has on an economy.

Some specific games have also been looked at in detail, such as why the ele-
ments in the game Animal Crossing: New Leaf were a recipe for a hit game [150],
and a multi-part post-mortem about Nameless the Hackers [122] (a roleplay
game) gives an analysis of the development cycle and how to develop for, and
sell such a game on a mobile platform.

Relevant research regarding the analysis of game development can also be
found, such as improving the work flow of game developers by creating novel
interactions with game development tools, like the programmer improvements
suggested by Parnin [156], or the more general suggestions by Lightbown [118].

While this paper has mostly focused on video games, there are more inter-
active experiences that can be analyzed and learned from. Ejsing-Duun [68]
(p.271, section 8.2) wrote their dissertation about location based games, and in
2013 Ackley and Purvis gave a Game Developers Conference lecture [2] about
their work as Imagineers for Disneyland, where they create interactive experi-
ences (quite similar to video games) for children in these entertainment parks.
A different branch of research is in improving non-interactive experiences such
as reading a book, by adding interactive augmented reality features to make
the experience come to life, such as adding animations like space ships to a
children’s book about Mars [31].

A lot of the work done in the field follows similar trends as academic research,
such as analyzing games through Alexandrine methods or using mathematical
theories, player motivation, telemetry or usability testing and playtesting to
improve game design. They seem to have also touched upon a gold mine with
the investigations on game ‘feel’, and narrowly examining effects of particular
elements of games has also been very fruitful. Thinking outside of the box,
analyzing game development tools or research done for interactive experiences
in general is also very promising.
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8 Discussion and Future Work

Having over-scoped this project, it has become apparent that a lot of research
is still missing. While the categorizations are as good as complete and the most
notable works have been listed, many more separate methods have not yet been
addressed due to the sheer amount of research available.

The modular approach to analyzing balance and currency in games, which
has by now taken shape in the form of the Machinations stream, seems to be the
most promising in its direction. The largest issue is how unknown the technique
is amongst professional developers, and a smaller issue is that the technique
requires an investment of time and effort before the tool can be used optimally.
Aside from these issues, however, contextually there seems to be nothing stop-
ping developers from using this tool and benefiting from it greatly.

Telemetry, while mostly performed professionally, seems to be a very inter-
esting avenue to go down academically. A lot of data is being used to make
design decisions, both to improve the game and to be able to generate maxi-
mum revenue from the game, but hardly any academic validations of the use
of player data in this way exists. With more research in this field, more design
questions could be answered by gaining knowledge on how exactly this player
data should be analyzed.

From psychology comes The Big 5 research, which hopefully can give more
insight in how mankind functions, with direct applicability to the game devel-
opment world. Which interactions and features resonate with certain types of
players and how can they be offered the most optimal experience fitting with
their interests, is a very interesting avenue to go down in future years.

Player experience research, or playtesting, seems to hold a lot of value and
options for future research as well. The player experience (or games user re-
search), biofeedback and telemetry streams all show a lot of promise and are
certainly still largely unexplored.

From methods developed in the field comes research on game ‘feel’ and quali-
tatively high research on particular elements of games from a much more narrow
perspective. Thinking outside of the box by taking a closer look at the expe-
rience of game development tools, or of other interactive experiences may also
uncover a lot of information.

Ideally, the next step seems to be to try and research interactions on a mod-
ular level, with the use of existing player analysis and telemetry techniques.
This would, for example, combine the Machinations framework with telemetry,
biofeedback, playtesting and player psychology which would hopefully dig into
a wealth of new opportunities.

It has become very clear that academics and professionals are currently play-
ing on two separate teams that could evolve and grow stronger if they merged.
Professionally developed methods could be academically validated, and academ-
ically developed methods could be made tangible for business application. It is
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easy to see that continuously developing methods that are thrown in the bin,
or may not have proved value, just because heads are being stuck in a lot of
sand [57], will not help anyone.

Not all is lost, however, with sites such as Motivate.Play. and researchers
like Cook publishing interesting research in bite-sized chunks. As Recchia re-
ports [166], with events like the Game Developers Conference, there might just
be hope for the future.

In particular, the communication could be improved in both directions in a
number of ways. Researchers should be made more visible at game development
conferences, for example by offering a separate game research SIG track. At the
same time, developers could be stimulated more to visit research conferences
such as the Digital Games Research Association conferences.

Currently, there is a Games User Research track offered at the Game De-
velopers Conference in San Francisco, but Games User Research is not the only
category of game research that could benefit from this exposure. The track is
also often partially filled with professional developers, which limits the amount
of researchers that can show their work. It has to be mentioned, of course, that
researchers should make their work accessible and show how their work could
be used in practice for professionals to be able to see how useful these new tech-
niques are.

For researchers to understand game developers better and in the process
learn how their research could be made applicable, they should get a more con-
crete image of how game development works. This could be done by letting
game development companies invite researchers that perform research interest-
ing to the company’s games over to show how they work and which techniques
are used in practice, which at the same time allows researchers to become more
aware of which research would be beneficial to game developers.

At the same time, professionals conduct a lot of research themselves, which
often slips under the radar of academics as the work is either under a Non-
Disclosure Agreement or companies simply do not consider their work to be
relevant to other game developers or academics. The Gamasutra website al-
lows professionals to report on their work if they think it is interesting enough
to share, but only a limited group of academics seems to frequent those arti-
cles with the intention of learning what research companies do and why these
techniques are useful to them. Control Magazine also offers occasional articles
written by researchers, which is another interesting way to spread research to
the public.

By stimulating researchers to perform research beneficial to companies, and
stimulating companies to share their research with the rest of the world, a lot
of effort could be saved and the most useful research could be singled out and
performed.
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9 Conclusion

This paper has given an overview of techniques developed to analyze both games
and players, developed academically and/or professionally. The division be-
tween game and player analysis was made, which led to a review of a large
amount of varying techniques.

From the first Alexandrine methods, to formal mathematical approaches and
modular attempts to model game play, and from the first attempts to look at
the player in unison with the analysis of a game to their experience playing,
both emotionally and through biofeedback and large scale data collection, the
game research field encompasses many research directions and leaves just as
many behind.

With frameworks such as Machinations, The Big 5 and the current develop-
ment of techniques around player experience through for example playtesting,
biofeedback and telemetry, the future of game and player analysis looks bright.
Ideally, a very interesting avenue of research to pursue would be to investi-
gate (game) interactions modularly with the Machinations tool by incorporat-
ing existing player psychology, player experience and player data techniques.
Especially if game developers consistently keep contributing their thoughts and
ideas, drawn from actual game development, there is still a lot of potential to
be pursued in academic research.

The only issue remaining is the lack of a proper information stream between
academics and professionals, which means both occasionally reinvent the wheel
and they typically do not know about each other’s work, except what is pub-
lished through Game Developers Conferences and blogs. Both groups could
benefit substantially from more cross-overs in their work, making academic re-
search applicable in a business perspective, and validating professional research
by supporting it with an academic background.

This could be done by offering more research SIG tracks at game develop-
ment conferences like the Game Developers Conferences and stimulating game
developers to visit game research events such as the Digital Games Research As-
sociation conferences. Academics should also be included more in the know-how
of actual game development so it becomes clear which research is beneficial in a
practical way to game developers and how to optimally exhibit their work to be
considered useful by professionals. Lastly, knowledge hubs such as Gamasutra
and Control Magazine should be used more by both academics and professionals,
to display their work and stimulate the crossing over of work already performed
to attempt to minimize repeats in research and optimize the most useful research
that could be done.
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A Appendix A - List of Acronyms

This is an overview of commonly used acronyms found throughout the paper.

GUR Games User Research
MDA Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics Framework
MMORPG Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game
MUD Multi-User Dungeon
QA Quality Assurance
SIG Special Interest Group
UML Unified Modeling Language
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B Appendix B - A Game Grammar ‘Checkers’
Diagram

This sample diagram can be found on Bura’s ‘A Game Grammar’ website [21].

Figure 7: Checkers as diagrammed following Bura’s ‘A Game Grammar’ rules.
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C Appendix C - Machinations ‘Tetris’ Diagram

This sample diagram can be found (and ran) in the Machinations Wiki [64].

Figure 8: Tetris as diagrammed in Dormans’ Machinations Framework.
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